Anomaly Detection in Data Streams Based on Graph Coloring Density Coefficients
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Abstract—Anomaly or outlier detection is a fundamental task of data mining and widely used in various application domains. The main aim of anomaly detection is to identify all the data points with significant deviation from other normal data points. Mining the outliers become more challenging in environments where data is received at extreme pace. Such environments demand detection of outliers on-the-fly mode. The existing anomaly detection methods focus more towards the identification of point anomalies, very few of them explore the problem of collective anomaly detection over data streams. In this paper, we present a mutual density based anomaly detection algorithm, which can identify collective anomalies in data streams. The concept of mutual density is adopted from the area of graph theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advancements in hardware and software technology encourage the use of monitoring applications in numerous fields. Various applications use sensor-based monitoring architecture, which generates continuous data streams. These continuous data streams are rich with information and can be used to determine various unseen patterns that describe all possible behaviours of the monitored system. Mining information from such data streams that arrive at extreme pace is a challenging task of data mining due to continuous change in underlying data distribution. Some of the major challenges associated with mining task of data streams are quick response time, less memory overhead, low false alarm rate. Further, previously detected anomalies in a data stream may turn to normal on the arrival of new data.

A monitoring application fundamentally requires detecting flaws commonly known as anomalies, abnormal patterns, outliers in the data. Anomaly detection is adopted by various application domain as major component like detection of suspicious activities in video frames for video surveillance applications [1], detection of cyber attack requires continuous monitoring of high dimensional data streams [2], condition of equipments and structure damage in industries can be monitored by analyzing the pattern of data streams received through sensors [3][4], security applications using speech for authentication use anomaly detection for unauthorized speaker identification [5], military equipments like unattended ground sensors (UGS) are used for continuous monitoring of activities across the border areas. Monitoring through these equipments follow the mechanism of extraction of abnormal patterns from data streams generated by UGS sensors [6], health care monitoring application perform the monitoring task by measuring the change in different data streams received by wearable sensors [7], other fields that are using anomaly detection are robot navigation [8], text mining [9], stock market prediction [10], ecological disturbance [11] etc.

There are mainly three types of anomalies [12]: Point anomaly, Collective anomaly, and Contextual anomaly. Point anomaly is an individual data instance showing significant deviation with respect to the rest of the data whereas collective anomaly is a collection of data instances that are together anomalous with respect to the entire data set. Data instances that are anomalous within a specific context constitutes contextual anomalies. This paper focuses on detection of collective anomalies over data streams. The proposed method is window-based and relies on graphical model. The key contribution of this paper is adaptation of vertex coloring concept of graph theory as a feature for each node of graph for detecting the collective anomalies in data streams.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: related work is discussed in section II, section III describes the proposed methodology used for anomaly detection in data streams, section IV presents the experiments and results, and finally section V gives the conclusion and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Anomaly detection methods can be subdivided into two broad categories: statistical methods and machine-learning based methods. Earlier work on outlier detection was performed by statistical community, extreme value based outlier analysis [13], projecting outliers on the surface of convex hull [14] but later these methods became less popular as they assume that the data is generated by a particular data distribution. Techniques based on machine learning approaches for identification of outliers can be further divided into two sub categories supervised learning techniques and unsupervised techniques. Supervised techniques generate models based on available labeled training data. The data label associated with the data instance represents the behavior of data as normal or outlier. Some of the widely used supervised anomaly
Unsupervised anomaly detection methods do not require labeled training data for anomaly detection. Most of the proposed unsupervised methods are distance-based or density-based methods. One of the early works based on distance measure, for large datasets, is presented in [21]. The anomaly detection methods for data streams proposed in [22] and [23] are also distance-based methods. All distance-based techniques require various user-defined parameters that highly influence the performance of such methods. Breunig et al. [24] proposed density-based approach, they introduced local outlier factor (LOF) to represent the degree of outlierness of each data point of data set. In [25] variation of LOF is proposed where correlation integrals (LOCI) is used to represent outlierness of each data point. Other variations of LOF are, representation of outlierness in terms of local outlier probability (LoOP)[26]. In [27] cluster-based technique is used for clustering the data before identifying the LOF of each data point for the detection of outliers (CBLOF). Aggarwal and Yu[28] proposed outlier detection technique for high dimensional data by assuming a point is outlier, if it belongs to lower density region, when data is projected to lower dimension. Clustering-based outlier detection methods have been proposed in [29] and [30]. The data stream clustering methods do not detect outliers, they represent outliers as a bi-product of clustering algorithm. Further, these methods focus on detection of point anomalies. In [31], the authors proposed a window-based collective and contextual anomaly detection method over multiple data streams that requires user to define anomaly threshold.

All data points cannot be always considered as independent points lying on multi-dimensional space, their exists inter dependencies in between points that can be used to define their abnormal behavior. Graph is one of the powerful mechanism that effectively denotes the inter dependencies between data points. Various graph-based anomaly detection techniques have been proposed to identify the anomalies. Graph-based anomaly detection techniques basically address the anomalies by inspecting the change in structural or associated attribute features of each edge or vertex of a graph. Proximity measurement is one of the most used feature to define the closeness of nodes in a graph by exploiting the graph structure. The well-known page rank algorithm defines proximity measurement based on random walk between nodes of graph [32]. The Community-based method is similar to clustering method in which densely connected nodes are grouped together to form communities. In [33] bipartite graph has been used to exploit the community feature of graph. Probabilistic graph-based method is proposed in [34] for outlier detection. In [35], [36] neighborhood nodes are ranked to detect the anomalies.

Time series data can be represented as time variant dynamic graph and change in the features of nodes can be used to define the outlier data in time series. The main idea is to extract good summary from each snapshot of input graph and after finding the measurement of similarity or dissimilarity. The anomalous time stamp are identified [37]. Common features that define the substructure of a graph are diameter of a graph, shortest path length, degree of vertex, edge weight, clustering coefficients. However, calculation of some of these features like shortest path length, cluster coefficients etc. will add additional complexity to the algorithm. In [38] time series data is represented as a time variant undirected k-nearest neighbor graph that changes with respect to time. In this paper, we use the concept of vertex coloring as a feature to define the closeness of nodes in time variant graph. To the best of our knowledge, it has not been applied so far as a feature in time variant graphs.

Most of the above mentioned methods are capable of identifying outliers in a static or a dynamic environment by assuming that outliers are very rare as compared to normal data. However, they are unable to discover collective anomalies present in data streams.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first describe the terms that have been used to develop the anomaly detection algorithm.

**k-nearest neighbor set (KNN set):** k-nearest neighbor graph represents the relationship between data and all k nearest neighbors. KNN graph is widely used to represent the relationship between data points because KNN graph effectively captures and represents the local properties of data. Before constructing KNN graph of the data set, it is required to identify the k-nearest neighbors set of each data point. k-nearest neighbors set of any data point $p_i$ can be defined by

$$KNN_{set}(p_i) = \{p_j \mid \|p_j - p_i\|_2 \leq d_k^i\}$$

where $\|p_i - p_j\|_2$ is euclidean distance between $p_i$ and $p_j$, $d_k^i$ is distance of $p_i$ from its $k^{th}$ nearest data point. The next step is to construct KNN graph based on KNN nearest neighbor set of data points obtained from the equation (1).

**k-nearest neighbors graph (KNN graph):** A k-nearest neighbors graph of N data points is obtained as follows. An edge $E_{ij}$ is drawn in between $p_i$ and $p_j$: 

$$E_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1 & p_i \in KNN_{set}(p_j) \text{ or } p_j \in KNN_{set}(p_i) \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}$$

The resulting KNN graph is undirected and free from self loop.
Mutual nearest neighbors set (MNN set): Mutual nearest neighbors set efficiently defines the local information of neighborhood data points [39] [40]. Two points \( p_i \) and \( p_j \) are mutual nearest neighbors of each other if both are present in their \( KNN_{set} \) at the same time.

\[
\mu(p_i) = \{ p_j \mid p_j \in KNN_{set}(p_i) \text{ and } p_i \in KNN_{set}(p_j) \} \quad (3)
\]

**Vertex coloring of graph:** Vertex of a graph is colored such that no two adjacent vertices will be given same color. The minimum number of color used for coloring is known as chromatic number of graph[41]. Here we used greedy algorithm to perform coloring of KNN graph.

For example, consider the set of 10 data points. \( A = (69.88, 71.22, 70.87, 68.95, 69.28, 70.06, 69.27, 69.36, 69.16, 68.98) \). Table I represents the 3 nearest neighbors of all the data point of set A. Table II shows the mutual nearest neighbors set of data points of set A. Fig.1 represents the KNN graph constructed by using equation (1) and (2) and each vertex is colored such that no two adjacent vertices are having same color. Color of each node is represented by a number, each different number denotes one color.

**TABLE I: Nearest Neighbors of Set A, for k=3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Data Point</th>
<th>Index of k=1 Nearest Neighbour</th>
<th>Index of k=2 Nearest Neighbour</th>
<th>Index of k=3 Nearest Neighbour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>69.88</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>71.22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>70.06</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>68.95</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>69.28</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>70.06</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>69.27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>69.36</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>69.16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>68.98</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1: KNN graph and vertex coloring of KNN graph**

**Mutual neighborhood and vertex coloring based density coefficients (VCC):** To identify the data points belonging to local dense region of data set, we are proposing density coefficients based on mutual nearest neighbor set and vertex color of each node. Here we define a new density coefficient, which describes the local density of each data point. Proposed density coefficient not only identifies the connectivity of data points to its mutual neighbors, but also finds the connectivity of mutual neighbors to themselves.

Density of each vertex of a graph can be calculated by following rules:

\[
VCC(p_i) = C_1^{ij}(p_i) + C_2^{jk}(p_i), (p_j,p_k)\epsilon\mu(p_i), k < j \quad (4)
\]

\[
C_1^{ij}(p_i) = \begin{cases} 1 & |color(p_i) \neq color(p_j)|v_{p_j,p_i}(\mu(p_i)) \\ 0 & otherwise \end{cases} \quad (5)
\]

\[
C_2^{jk}(p_i) = \begin{cases} 1 & (\text{(color(p_j) \neq color(p_k))} \land (p_j,p_k)\epsilon\mu(p_i)) \\ 0 & otherwise \end{cases} \quad (6)
\]

\( C_1^{ij} \) is vertex coloring density coefficient for all \( j \) mutual neighbors of \( p_i \) node of graph, \( C_2^{jk} \) is vertex coloring density coefficient in between all \( j \) and \( k \) mutual neighbors in \( \mu(p_i) \). VCC is vertex coloring density coefficient of node w.r.t. all its mutual neighbors. Table III denotes the VCC coefficients for all data points of set A. Fig. 2 and Fig.3 show data points of set A and corresponding VCC coefficients of each data point respectively. From Fig. 2 and Fig.3 it is clear that data points outside the dense region are having low value of VCC coefficients.

**TABLE III: VCC coefficients for A**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>( C_1 )</th>
<th>( C_2 )</th>
<th>VCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Anomaly Detection Strategy:** User is more interested to inspect the recent data, for this purpose sliding window mechanism is used. Basic strategy for mining outliers from data streams is done by detailed inspection of recent data against summarized old data. Here we are using sliding
window mechanism to analyze the variation in VCC value of summarized data on the arrival of new data. Based on the variation on VCC value of data, anomalies are identified. Anomaly detection is a two-step process: VCC coefficients calculation and VCC change detection.

**VCC computation module:**
1. Windowing is performed over the time series data.
2. All the data points in a window are considered as nodes of a graph and KNN graph is constructed using equation (1) and (2).
3. MNN set of nodes is determined by using equation (3).
4. Vertex coloring is performed over the graph using greedy algorithm [41].
5. VCC coefficients of each node is calculated using equation (4),(5), and (6).
6. The Output of VCC computation module consists of first-M smaller VCC coefficients and associated data points. Fig. 4 represent the steps of this module.

**VCC change detection module:**
1. VCC coefficients are calculated for previous window using VCC computation module.
2. Output of VCC computation module will produce first-M smaller VCC values and associated data points.
3. Now, these data points with smaller VCC values from previous window (step 2) are merged with the data of the current window and again new VCC values are calculated for the same data points.
4. If less than 50% (say, $\tau$)of M data points VCC value changes then the collection of M data points is declared as anomaly, otherwise change in data distribution is triggered.
5. Steps 1 to 4 are repeated for all windows to detect the collective anomalies present in the data stream. Fig.5 represents the steps to detect change in VCC value.

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**
To test the proposed method we used Numenta anomaly benchmark labeled data set [42]. The data set consists of 58 time series with both point and collective anomalies. For our experiments, we selected 10 time series with collective anomalies. The experiments were conducted using MATLAB 2013a, on a system with AMD Phenom(tm), X3710 processor, 4GB RAM and running Windows 8.1 operating system.
We compared the results obtained by our method with INS factor algorithm [43] that is a window-based collective anomaly detection approach. Instability factor analysis method is inspired from the concept of center of gravity, each outlier data point shifts the center of mass by large margin as compare to normal data points. This can identify all local and global anomalies exists in a data set. Window based INS factor algorithm identifies all collective anomalies present in a given data set. The results presented here are initial results only and we are in the process of implementing other existing graph-based anomaly detection algorithms for a detailed comparative analysis. Table IV gives the name of the time series from the data set that are used for testing purpose, and also presents the true and detected starting and ending index (in terms of samples)of anomalies in each time series for our approach as well as for INS factor algorithm. Fig.8 shows the collective anomalies detected by proposed method.
Fig. 5: VCC change detection module

The results obtained from the proposed approach are sensitive towards the value of parameter (k). Increase or decrease in k will influence the results and sometimes anomalies are not detected by the proposed algorithm. We performed the sensitivity analysis for the parameter k and observed that it affects the percentage of number of points that change their VCC values ($\tau$). The value of k is varied from 6 to 14. When k=6, out of M data points around 60% - 100% data points VCC value changes, similarly for k=7 the range is 60% - 95%. Table V summarizes the change in $\tau$ with respect to value of k. As anomaly is detected only when $\tau$ is less than or equal to 50%, when the value of k is set to 6, 7, and 8, no anomaly will be flagged. Same behavior is observed for remaining 9 time series and found that when k is in the range 9 to 11 the algorithm detects the collective anomalies in all the time series. Fig. 9 represents the detected anomalies in Art_daily_flatmiddle time series when the value of k is varied from 6 to 14. For k =9, the detected range is (2600-3250) Fig. 9 (a), for k=10 the range is (2620-3200) Fig. 9(b) and for k=11 range is (2800-3400) Fig. 9(c). However, for $k \leq 8$ and $k \geq 12$ no anomalies are detected as shown in Fig. 9(d).

The time complexity of the proposed algorithm is $O(n^2)$, where $n$ is the total number of data points buffered in one window. The time taken by KNN graph construction step is $O(kd)$, where k is the number of nearest neighbors and d is the dimension of data stream. Further, the time complexity for MNN set computation is $O(kn^2)$ and $O(n^2)$ for graph coloring step. During the experiments, the algorithm took 0.78 seconds on average with average window size of 200 samples.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, an unsupervised anomaly detection method for data streams based on graph coloring density coefficients is proposed and evaluated. The proposed method introduces the chromatic number of graph as one of the features to represent the density of data points. The method is capable of identifying the collective anomalies present in a data stream, and it also identifies the change in the data distribution within the data.
stream with respect to time. However, the results obtained from the proposed method depend on various parameters like window size, k nearest neighbors. In future our focus will be to extend the work such that anomaly detection phase becomes self-adaptive in nature.
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Fig. 8: Collective anomalies detected in 10 time Series of NUMENTA data Set

Fig. 9: Anomalies detected with change in value of parameter k


